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　　Abstract　　A new feature select ion method is p roposed based on the discern mat rix in rough set in this paper.The m ain idea of this
method is that the most ef fective feature , if used for classi fication , can distinguish the most num ber of samples belonging to diff erent class-

es.Experiments are performed using thi s method to select relevant features for artifi cial dataset s and real-w orld datasets.Results show

that the select ion method proposed can correctly select all the relevant features of artif icial datasets and d rastically reduce the number of fea-
tures at the same time.In addit ion , w hen this method is used for the select ion of classification features of real-w orld underwater target s ,

the number of classif icat ion features af ter selection drops to 20% of the original featu re set , and the classif icat ion accuracy increases about
6% using dataset af ter feature selection.

　　Keywords:　underwater target , rough set , discern matrix , feature selection.

　　Classificat ion feature is a key factor for high clas-
sification accuracy of underw ater target.In order to

obtain ef fective classification features , researchers

have done much w ork in feature ex traction.Many
features of underw ater target have been successfully

ex tracted using signal processing techniques , such as

high order spectrum analysis , chaos and fractal , etc.
However , high classificat ion accuracy canno t be ob-
tained unless different types of features are combined

together.The combination of dif ferent kinds of fea-
tures leads to a larger dimension of feature set and an

increase in learning time of a learning algorithm.In
some cases , a large number of features can even result
in a decrease of classification accuracy .Therefo re , se-
lecting only a part of effective classification features

from a large feature set call for more research wo rk in

feature selection.

Feature selection is a combination problem.Ide-
ally , feature selection methods search 2n(where n is

the number of features in o riginal feature set)candi-
date feature subsets for the best one acco rding to some

evaluation function.However , this selection proce-
dure is exhaustive , and it may be too costly for practi-
cal use even for a medium-size feature set.Therefore ,
many feature selection methods have been investigat-
ed to pick an optimum or suboptimum feature subset

acco rding to certain evaluation function to avoid ex-

haustive search.

In Ref.[ 1] , Dash et al.sum up the feature se-
lect ion as a three-step process:search strategy , evalu-
ation function and stopping criterion.In this paper ,
we break through this tradi tional feature select ion

f rame , and propose a simple feature selection method
based on rough set.Simulation results indicate that

this new method is an effective selection method and

it can be used in feature selection fo r underw ater tar-
get.

1　Basic ideas of rough set

1.1　Rough set model

In rough set , an information system is defined as

=( , , ).Here , ={x 1 , x 2 , … , x n}is a
non-empty finite set of instances , called universe;
= ∪ d , where is a fini te set of features , called
the condition feature set , and d is called the decision

feature; is the union collect ion of ranges of all the

condition features = ∪
a ∈ A

a , where a is the

range of feature a.

1.2　Indiscernibility relation and equivalence class

Given any subset  , let IND denote the

indiscernibility relation of a feature set , then the in-



Table 1.　Example of the information system

1 2 3 4 d

x 1 0 0 1 0 0

x 2 1 0 2 1 1

x 3 1 1 1 0 0

x 4 0 2 1 1 1

x 5 1 2 1 0 1

x 6 1 0 1 0 0

x 7 1 2 2 1 1

x 8 0 0 2 1 1

discernibility relation of the feature set , denoted
by IND( ), is defined as:
IND( )={(x 1 , x 2)∈ × : a ∈ ,

a(x 1)=a(x2)}. (1)

Here , IND( )is called B-indiscernibility relation:
if objects x 1 and x 2 belong to IND( ), then x 1 and

x 2 are discernible from each other by all features f rom

;the universe can be divided into several equiv-
alence classes according to the B-indiscernibility rela-
tion , deno ted by / IND( );the equivalence class-
es of x produced by IND( ) are denoted by

[ x] IND().All the equivalence classes of IND( )
are called the elementary sets of .The equiv alence
classes formed by dividing the universe w ith deci-
sion feature d are called decision classes.

1.3　Approximations of set

For any object subset  , the lower ap-
proximation of using B-indiscernibility relation is

defined as the union collection of all the elementary

sets of that are contained in

=∪{xi ∈ |[ xi ] IND() }(2a)

and the upper approximation is

=∪{xi ∈ |[ x i] IND()| ≠Υ}.

(2b)

1.4　Posit ive region , negative region and boundary

region

The low er approximation and the upper approxi-
mation of  divide the universe into three

regions:the posi tive reg ion POS( ), the negative
region NEG( )and the boundary region BND( ):

POS( )= , (3a)

NEG( )= - , (3b)

BND( )= - . (3c)

1.5　Signif icance of features

In feature selection , the significance of a feature

a ∈ can be determined by the degree of depen-
dence of tw o feature sets ,  .The depen-
dence of on is defined as:

γ( )=
|POS ( )|
| |

. (4)

where POS ( )is the positive region of all the e-
quivalence classes of feature set in classif icat ion

/ IND( ).

The dependence of condition feature on decision

feature is different for different features.Suppose the
decision feature d is the only feature in feature set

, remove feature a from condition feature subset

 , the significance of feature a fo r classifica-
tion / IND( )is def ined as:

SGF(a , , )=γ( )-γ-{a}( ).(5)

Here , SGF(a , , )represents the change of
the dependence of on af ter feature a is removed

from .The bigger the change of dependence is ,
the higher the significant feature a is.In this w ay ,
the significance of feature a is also reflected.It can
be seen from Eq.(4)that the significance of feature
a can also be scaled by the positive region.Given tw o
feature sets and , and feature a ∈ , if
POS ( )=POS -{a}( ), then feature a is called

a redundant feature in feature set .Otherwise ,
feature a is indispensable in to the feature set .

1.6　Reduction of feature set

Given the feature set  and the decision

feature d , if POS (d)=POS (d), and every fea-

ture in is indispensable to the decision feature d ,
then w e call feature set a reduction of informat ion

system .There may be many reductions for a sin-
gle information system.

1.7　Core of feature set

For the decision feature d , the intersection of all
the reductions of information sy stem is called the co re

of feature set .The core of feature set can be ob-
tained from the discern matrix.

1.8　Discern matrix

In the information sy stem , the discern ma-
t rix of condi tion feature set , denoted by M( )=
(mij)n×n , is defined as
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M( )=
Υ, xi , xj belong to the same equivalence class of d ,
{a ∈ A:a(x i)≠a(x j)}, xi , xj belong to different equivalence classes of d.

(6)

　　Discern matrix M( )is a symmetric matrix ,
so only m ij(1≤j ≤i ≤n)needs to be calculated.

The discern matrix of information system in Table 1

is given in Table 2.

Table 2.　T he discern matrix

x 1 x3 x 6 x2 x4 x5 x 7 x 8

x1

x3

x6

x2 1 , 3 , 4 2 , 3 , 4 3 , 4

x4 2 , 4 1 , 2 , 4 1 , 2 , 4

x5 1 , 2 2 2

x7 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 2 , 3 , 4 2 , 3

x8 3 , 4 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 1 , 3 , 4

　　The core of condition feature set is composed

of the units that have only one feature in the discern

matrix.Fo r example , the co re of the info rmation sys-
tem in Table 1 is{ 2}.

2　Feature selection method

Based on the discern matrix of feature set , a
new information system ′can be const ructed.The
composi tion of info rmation sy stem ′is as follows:

universe: ′={(xi , xj)∈ × :d(xi)≠
d(xj)}, decision feature:d′: ′※{1}.

The features in condit ion feature set ′corre-
spond to those in condition feature set , only dif-
fering in the feature values of each feature.In the

new information system , given a condition feature

a′∈ ′, the feature values of a′are

a′=
1 , a′(x i)≠a′(xj),  (xi , xj)∈ ′,
0 , else.

(7)

According to the procedure above , the new in-
formation system constructed from the information

sy stem in Table 1 is presented in Table 3.

The purpose of feature selection is to select those

features that can dist inguish as many instances be-
longing to different classes as possible.I t can be seen
from Table 3 that the more the feature values are set

to 1 , the mo re powerful the feature is fo r classifica-
tion.Based on this idea , a simple feature selection

method is proposed in this paper.This method choos-
es the feature that has the most feature values set to 1

as the f irst feature selected.Suppose the first feature
selected is feature a , remove all the instance pai rs

distinguished by feature a f rom universe ′, and al-
so remove feature a f rom feature set ′.Use the set
of features lef t as the condition feature set of a new

info rmation sy stem and the instance pairs lef t as the

universe of the new info rmation system , and repeat

the above selection process for the new informat ion

system.The select ion process continues till the uni-
verse ′is empty .

Table 3.　The information system ′

′ 1′ 2 3 4 d′

(x 1 , x2) 1 0 1 1 1

(x 1 , x4) 0 1 0 1 1

(x 1 , x5) 1 1 0 0 1

(x 1 , x7) 1 1 1 1 1

(x 1 , x8) 0 0 1 1 1

(x 3 , x2) 0 1 1 1 1

(x 3 , x4) 1 1 0 1 1

(x 3 , x5) 0 1 0 0 1

(x 3 , x7) 0 1 1 1 1

(x 3 , x8) 1 1 1 1 1

(x 6 , x2) 0 0 1 1 1

(x 6 , x4) 1 1 0 1 1

(x 6 , x5) 0 1 0 0 1

(x 6 , x7) 0 1 1 1 1

(x 6 , x8) 1 0 1 1 1

　　From the definition of co re of feature set , we
know that all features in the co re are indispensable to

the decision feature d .That is , these features are in-
dispensable to classification.Therefore , the select ion
method can start w ith core of the condition feature

set.Firstly , core of the condition feature set is calcu-
lated , then the feature selection process continues us-
ing the method described above.Core of the condit ion
feature set can be calculated easily based on the new

info rmation system ′.According to the definit ion

of core , core of the condi tion feature set is composed
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of features corresponding to feature value 1 in those

row s w hich have only one feature value set to 1.

The feature selection process is as follow s:

(1)Fea=Υ, where Fea is the selected feature

set;

(2)Const ruct new info rmation system ′=
( ′, ′∪ d′, ′)from the informat ion sy stem ;

(3)Find row s that have only one feature value

that is set to 1 in the info rmation system ′(feature
v alue of decision feature d is not included).Among
these row s , features in the column that 1 occurs con-
sist of core( ′)(the core of feature set ′);

(4)For each feature in core( ′), remove sam-
ple pairs in those rows that 1 occurs f rom universe

′;

(5)Remove core( ′) from feature set ′,
that is , ′= ′-core( ′);

(6)If ′is not empty , then , firstly , find a

column that 1 occurs most f requent ly in ′, suppose
the feature of this column is a;secondly , set Fea =
Fea ∪ a;f inally , remove sample pairs in rows that

the feature values of a are set to 1 f rom ′, and re-
move a from ′, ′= ′-a;

(7)Output the feature set selected co re( ′)∪
Fea.

3　Experiment

Firstly , artificial datasets Corral , mofn-3-7-10
and parity5 +5 are used to test the effect iveness of

the feature selection method proposed in this paper;
then the feature selection method is employed to se-
lect useful features for real-world datasets “w ine” and
classification features of underw ater targets.The arti-
f icial datasets and dataset “w ine” used in this paper

come from ht tp://www .ics.uci.edu/ ～ mlearn/ML-
Repository.html.All the datasets are introduced

briefly as follows and the composit ion of all these

datasets is presented in Table 4.

Corral:Co rral is a Boolean dataset w hich has six
features: 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , “ i rrelevant” and
“correlated” , each feature has tw o feature values{0 ,
1}.The target concept of this dataset is ( 0 ∧

1)∨( 0 ∧ 1).The feature named “ irrele-
vant” is uniform ly random , and the feature named

“ correlated” matches the class label 75% of the time.

mofn-3-7-10:There are ten features numbered 1
～ 10 in this Boolean dataset.The target concept of

this dataset is:The labels of the samples that at least
three features with feature number 3 to 9 are set to

one are 1 , otherw ise , are 0.Features 1 , 2 , 10 are ir-
relevant features.It is usually difficult to select all the
relevant features of this dataset.Since there are inter-
actions among the seven relevant features , most alg o-
rithms are unable to identify the relevant features cor-
rectly .

parity5 +5:This Boolean dataset has ten fea-
tures in all.Features numbered 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 and 8 are
five relevant features , the rest features numbered 1 ,
5 , 7 , 9 and 10 are i rrelevant.

wine:This dataset has 13 continuous features.
The aim is to classify two different kinds of wine.

Classification features for underwater targets:
The features in this dataset include 24 w ave structure

features[ 3] , 16 envelope energy features[ 4] , and tw o

w avelet fractal features of pow er spect rum[ 5] .There
are altogether 456 samples in this dataset , choose tw o
thirds of them as the t raining samples and the rest as

the testing samples.

Table 4.　Dataset s used in the experiment

Dataset
Feature

No.a)
Class

No.b)
Tr.

No.c)
Ts.

No.d)

Corral 6 2 32 128

mofn-3-7-10 10 2 300 1024

Parity5+5 10 2 100 1024

Wine 13 3 118 178

Underw ater target 42 3 304 456

　　a)Number of features;b)number of classes;c) number of in-
stances in t raining set;d)number of instances in testing set.

　　The features of the tw o real-world datasets used
in this paper are all continuous features.Since the se-
lect ion method proposed here can be used for only dis-
crete features , the continuous features should be dis-
cretized before the feature select ion method is used for

the two real-world datasets.Here we use the Recur-
sive Minimal Entropy discretization method[ 6] to dis-
cretize the continuous features.After discretization ,
the feature selection method is used to select the rele-
vant features of the discretized real-wo rld datasets.

For artificial datasets , the effect iveness of a fea-
ture selection method can be tested by comparing the

selected features with the known relevant features.If
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the features selected are the same as the known rele-
vant features of artificial datasets , then the feature

select ion method is ef fective.However , the classifica-
tion information about the real-world datasets is un-
known , so the ef fectiveness of the feature selection

method can only be judged by comparing the classifi-
cation accuracies before and af ter feature select ion of

real-world dataset.In this paper , we ut ilize C4.5[ 7]

to calculate the classif ication accuracies of the feature

set before and after feature selection.Since the t rain-
ing set and the testing set of artificial datasets are

fixed , the feature selection process and classification

can be calculated only once.However , fo r real-wo rld
datasets the t raining set and the testing set can be se-
lected randomly , and feature select ion and classifica-
tion must run multiple times to get a stable solution.
Therefore , we calculate 50 times for each real-wo rld
dataset in this paper.Results in Table 5 are the aver-
age of 50 calculat ions.C4.5 in Table 5 deno tes the

classification accuracy of the dataset before feature se-
lection , and (C4.5 +feature selection)denotes the

classification accuracy af ter feature selection.

From the results in Table 5 , we can see that the

feature selection method proposed in this paper can

select the relevant features correct ly for all the three

artificial datasets , and the classif ication accuracy w ith
C4.5 can also be improved dramatically af ter feature

selection.The increase in classification accuracy is es-
pecially obvious for dataset parity5+5.The classif i-
cation accuracy of the o riginal dataset is only 50% for

pari ty5+5 , and it is improved by 31.2% af ter fea-
ture selection.The average results for real-world
dataset show that the number of features reduces

drastically af ter the feature select ion method is used.
The number of features fo r dataset “w ine” drops f rom
original 13 to about 4 , and from 42 to 8 fo r underw a-
ter target classification features(cutting of f 80% or

so of the original feature set).The variance of 50 cal-
culations show s that the difference of the number of

features selected each time is very small fo r dataset

“w ine” , while the number of features selected for un-
der water targets has bigger fluctuation.The classif i-
cation accuracy for underwater targets w ith C4.5 im-
proves about six percent af ter feature selection.Al-
though the classification accuracy for w ine drops af ter

feature selection , i t only decreases slightly and hardly
has any bad effect on classification.

Table 5.　Feature selection result s

Dataset Feature selected C4.5 C4.5+f eature selection

Corral 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 0.812 1.000

Mofn-3-7-10 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 0.879 0.961

Pari ty5+5 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 8 0.500 0.812

Wine 4.02±0.714 0.921±0.037 0.918±0.033

Underw ater target 7.8±2.967 0.875±0.049 0.933±0.048

4　Conclusion

The experimental results have verified that the

feature selection method proposed in this paper is an

effective feature selection method.This method can

correct ly select all the relevant features of artificial

datasets , and the classif ication accuracies of the artifi-
cial datasets using C4.5 are also improved af ter fea-
ture selection.When the selection method is used fo r

real-wo rld dataset , i t can not only drastically reduce

the number of features , but also improve the classifi-
cation accuracy w ith C4.5 for certain dataset(for ex-
ample , the classification features of underwater tar-
get).
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